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 Cloud Computing is the advanced technology which is developing radically to provide 
the services over the internet. Job scheduling is one of the major activities performed in 

the cloud environment. In older approaches a non pre-emptive real time scheduling 

using checkpointing algorithm is used to minimize the penalty and the execution time 
of the migrated jobs through by allocating checkpoint intervals to the job during their 

execution. In this algorithm, the jobs are executed with a single resource (SR) in a non 

pre-emptive manner. Therefore it increases the average waiting time of a job in the 
queue. In order to provide solution to this problem, we proposed a real time online job 

scheduling algorithm with manifold resources (MR) in the cloud environment. This 

proposed algorithm uses manifold resources for job execution in a non pre-emptive 
fashion and decreases the average waiting time of a job in the queue. Our simulation 

results show better performance than the existing approaches based on the similar 

model. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Cloud computing is the internetworking based computing where many services are given by the cloud 

providers. They offer these services in the form of private, public and hybrid cloud. The users have to pay for 

the used services. In this cloud computing environment, users are actively consuming all the services in a 

functional and effective manner. Scheduling of a job plays a key role to acquire more profit. Cloud consumers 

should avail these services properly by scheduling and completing the job within the deadline. 

 Non pre-emptive real time scheduling using checkpointing algorithm provides the solution for minimizing 

the execution time of the migrated jobs. Checkpoint intervals are allocated for the jobs. Whenever migration 

takes place due to missed deadline, the job will be executed from the last checkpoint interval saved, Santhosh 

and Ravichandran (2013).   

 In this paper, we present a Non Pre-emptive manifold resources scheduling Algorithm. Our algorithm 

decreases the average waiting time of a job in the queue and improves overall efficiency of the system. 

 In this section, we present a Non Pre-emptive manifold resources scheduling Algorithm to decrease the 

average waiting time of a job in the queue. Two different queues are used namely standard queue and migration 

queue. Job Scheduler is responsible for allocating the resources to the job. More resources will be allocated to 

process the standard queue rather than migration queue. 

 

Non Pre-emptive manifold resources scheduling Algorithm: 

Step 1: Let Q= {C1, C2, C3....Cn} be the various jobs to be processed in the standard queue. 

Step 2: Sort the jobs in the queue based on the deadline. 

Step 3: Checkpoint intervals will be allocated for the jobs present in the standard queue. 

Step 4: Resource table is generated by the job scheduler for the available resources. 

Step 5: The job scheduler allocates the needed resources for the jobs in the standard queue. 

Step 6: The new job is ready to process by the job scheduler from the standard queue only if the standard queue 

and the migration queue is empty. 

Step 7:  All the available resources will be used to process the various jobs by the job scheduler from the 

standard queue only if there is a load in the standard queue and the migration queue is empty. 
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Step 8:  All the available resources will be used to process the job by the job scheduler from the migration 

queue only if there is a load in the migration queue and the standard queue is empty. 

Step 9: If both the standard and the migration queue are loaded, the job scheduler allocates more systems to 

process the standard queue and few systems to process the migration queue. 

Step 10: When the job misses its deadline during execution, the job scheduler place the job in the migration 

queue. The migrated job will start its execution from where the last checkpoint interval saved. 

Step 11: If the job placed in the migration queue does not have enough resources to process, then the job 

scheduler checks for the available resources in the systems allocated to the standard queue. 

Step 12:  If the job needed resources is matched with the systems, then the job scheduler places that job again in 

the standard queue and executed only when the  resources  gets free. 

Step 13: The job processed in the standard queue gets more preference than the job processed in the migration 

queue. 

Step 14:  If the job in the standard queue does not have enough resources to process, then the job scheduler 

checks for the available resources in the systems allocated to the migration queue. 

Step 15: If the job needed resources is matched with the systems, then the job scheduler places that job in the 

migration queue and executed immediately if the required resources is free otherwise the job will be executed by 

suspending the currently executing job. Then the suspended job will be moved and placed again in the migration 

queue. 

Step 16: Whenever the resources get free, the moved job in the migration queue starts its execution again from 

the last checkpoint interval saved. 

 Whenever the job misses its deadline, the job will me migrated by suspending its execution. The 

communication channels are temporarily redirected. The job will be removed from the source node and place it 

in the migration state. Migration process gets completed when all the required states are transferred from the 

source node to the destination node, Santhosh and Ravichandran (2012). 

 The job will be allocated with checkpoint intervals in the standard queue.  Save the execution of a job at 

each period of intervals. Whenever migration takes place, the migrated job will continue its execution from the 

last saved checkpoint interval, Santhosh and Ravichandran (2013).  

 

Simulation Results: 

 Our proposed algorithm is simulated with thirty set of jobs based on expected gain, throughput and average 

waiting time. Two different queues are used and the jobs are executed with manifold resources. We compared 

our algorithm with non pre-emptive real time scheduling using checkpointing algorithm. This algorithm 

executes the jobs with a single resource in a non pre-emptive manner through by allocating checkpoint intervals 

during execution.  

 The expected gain can be achieved by successful completion of the job within the deadline. Figure 1 shows 

that our proposed algorithm attains the expected gain when compared with non pre-emptive real time scheduling 

using checkpointing algorithm. 

 
Fig. 1: Comparison of expected gain between Non Pre-emptive with SR and Non Pre- emptive with MR. 

 

 

 The graph for throughput is shown in the figure 2. Non Pre-emptive manifold resources scheduling 

algorithm shows a better throughput than the non pre-emptive real time scheduling using checkpointing 

algorithm. Throughput assesses the number of jobs completed within deadline from the group of jobs present in 

the queue.  
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Fig. 2: Comparison of throughput between Non Pre-emptive with SR and Non Pre-emptive with MR. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Comparison of average waiting time between Non Pre-emptive with SR and Non Pre-emptive with MR. 

 

 Figure 3 depicts the graph for average waiting time of the job in the queue. In Non Pre-emptive manifold 

resources scheduling Algorithm, manifold resources are used for processing and executing the jobs. This 

reduces the average waiting time of the job in the queue when compared to the non pre-emptive real time 

scheduling using checkpointing algorithm. 

 

Conclusion: 

 Ever since the cloud computing technology has been introduced, it has a large scope in the field of 

computation. In this promising field, the number of consumers is growing rapidly in a manner to utilize the 

services provided by the cloud efficiently. According to that, the cloud providers are extending their services 

largely over the internet. In the previous model, the service has been provided through a single resource. This 

increases the average waiting time of the job in the queue. The job has to wait for a longer duration of time. To 

overcome this problem, we proposed a Non Pre-emptive manifold resources scheduling algorithm. In this 

algorithm manifold resources are used in order to provide the services quickly. This leads to decrease in the 

average waiting time of the job in the standard queue. Our simulation result shows better outcomes while 

compared with the existing algorithm. 
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